COVID-19 SAFETY PLAN
Updated 6/3/2020

Holiday World & Splashin’ Safari have always been dedicated to
providing a safe environment for all Guests and Team Members.
To continue that tradition as we reopen, our team has thoroughly
reassessed our operations to ensure that we continue to provide a safe
place to work and play. This guide details how our operations have
been modified based on consideration of guidance provided by the
World Health Organization (WHO), Centers for Disease Control (CDC),
Indiana Occupational Safety and Health Administration (IOSHA), and
the Indiana State Department of Health (ISDH).
Please observe and follow all safety-related messages, signage, and
directions from our Team Members. The information in this guide is an
overview of how daily operations have been changed in response to
COVID-19. The management of Holiday World & Splashin’ Safari reserve
the right to deny access to the property, facilities, or attractions for
failure to follow established safety guidelines.

Thank you!
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GUEST & TEAM MEMBER HEALTH:
The health and safety of our Guests and Team Members is our number one
priority. The following general safety measures have been implemented for
the protection of both Guests and Team Members.

Health & Safety Reminders:
Guests and Team Members are encouraged to practice good hygiene
principles while working or playing at Holiday World & Splashin’ Safari.
Good hygiene principles include washing hands frequently, covering
coughs and sneezes, disposing of debris appropriately, and wearing a
face covering as recommended. General hygiene reminders are placed
throughout the park to remind Guests and Team Members to practice
good hygiene principles.

Team Member Screening:
All Team Members are screened daily in
accordance with CDC guidelines prior to the
start of each shift. Team Members are trained
to self-screen and stay home if they are not
feeling well.

Face Coverings:
All Team Members are provided face coverings and other Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE). Team Members are required to wear face
coverings based on guidance provided by the state and local health
departments. Face coverings are available for purchase in gift shops
for Guests.
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Social Distancing:
Guests and Team Members are advised to
adhere to social distancing guidelines by
maintaining at least six feet of space from
other groups of people not within their
immediate family group while in lines or
moving around the park. Many locations will
have reference markings on the ground to
assist Guests and Team Members with social
distancing.

Barriers:
In specific areas, physical safety barriers have been installed to
provide additional protection to Guests and Team Members. Areas
with physical safety barriers include queues, attraction control panels,
and cash registers.
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Hand Sanitizer:
“Hand Santatizer”
strategically located
areas that are easily
and Team Members.

stations have been
throughout the park in
accessible by all Guests
These locations include

areas near attractions, food locations, outside
restrooms, and on cash register counters.
“Hand Santatizer” is a 60% alcohol-based
hand sanitizer that complies with CDC
recommendations. Guests and Team Members
are reminded that soap and water are more
effective than sanitizer at removing certain
germs and visible soil and grease from hands.

Disinfection:
High touch areas, including credit card readers, handrails, ride restraints,
seats, tables, restrooms, drink stations, and doors, are sanitized using
products listed on EPA’s List N. These products meet EPA’s criteria for
use against SARS-CoV-2 (the virus that causes COVID-19).

Contact Tracing:
Holiday World & Splashin’ Safari will assist state and local health
officials with performing contact tracing as required.

ATTRACTION PHOTO
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YOUR VISIT
During your visit to Holiday World & Splashin’ Safari, several aspects of your
day may be a little different. These additional health and safety precautions
have been implemented to ensure the safety of Guests and Team Members.

Park Capacity Control:
Until Indiana reaches Stage 5 of the
“Back on Track” plan set forth by the
Governor, Holiday World & Splashin’
Safari will utilize date-specific online
ticket sales and various tools to limit
daily attendance to 50% capacity.
As safe operations are examined
and executive guidance allows, the
attendance limits may be increased to
allow more Guests to visit the park.

Parking:
Holiday World & Splashin’ Safari will utilize both the Raven and
Legend Parking Lots for Guest parking to allow for more spacing
between Guests proceeding to the front gate. Due to social distancing
requirements, tram service will not be provided.
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Security Screening:
Queuing:
Guests entering bag check will experience queuing and ground
markings that will provide social distancing of family and
individual groups to prevent crowding at the bag check area.

Screening Process:
Queue control attendants will assist Guests by directing them to
screening check points. Walk through metal detectors have been
added to limit the personal contact and cross contamination
between Guest bags and Team Members. Guests that set off
the detectors may be required to undergo hand screening as an
additional security check.

Admissions:
Ticketing:
Guests will be directed by a queue control attendant to the
ticket gates. Queuing and ground markings are added to indicate
social distancing of individuals and family groups. Guests are
encouraged to have admission ticket or pass ready for scanning
by Holiday World Admissions Team Members.

Season Pass Processing:
Guests arriving for Season Pass processing should proceed to
Guest Relations. A queue control attendant will aid Guests with
any questions and direct Guests accordingly.
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Guest Services/Rentals
Rented items, including kennels,
wagons, wheelchairs, and cabanas,
will be sanitized prior to and after
each use. One family member will
be permitted into Splashin’ Safari
Guest Services for Cabana or
Cheetah Chaise Lounger check-in.

First Aid:
Our first aid operations have been modified based on guidance
provided by the Spencer County Health Department, Indiana State
Department of Health, and our Medical Director.

First Aid Access:
A triage station is set up outside of first aid to assist and screen
Guests prior to entering first aid. Only those individuals requiring
treatment or access to first aid are allowed to enter. Other family
members are asked to wait outside of first aid. Guests exhibiting
flu-like symptoms should notify the attending EMT of any
symptoms to allow for isolation and safe treatment.
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Nursing Mothers:
The nursing mothers’ room is available for use by Guests and is
disinfected periodically throughout the day and after each use.
Due to social distancing, only two mothers are allowed in the
nursing mothers’ room at a time. The nursing mothers’ room at
Santa’s Merry Marketplace is also available for use. Waiting family
members are asked to wait outside of first aid while the nursing
mother is inside.

Over the Counter Medications:
Due to our first aid facility only being a basic treatment facility,
we are not permitted to dispense medication. Common over
the counter medications are available for purchase at our retail
locations.

Retail Locations:
Retail locations have been modified to allow for social distancing
while shopping and paying for items.

Social Distancing:
Floor markings and signage have been installed in all retail shops
to remind Guests of guidelines while shopping.

Sanitation:
High touch items (pens, checkout counters, point of sale systems,
credit card readers, doors, merchandise locations, etc.) are
sanitized at defined intervals throughout the day.
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Attractions:
Attraction operations have been modified based on guidance provided
by the International Association of Amusement Parks and Attractions
(IAAPA), American Red Cross, and CDC.

Electronic Queuing:
Holiday World & Splashin’ Safari have implemented an electronic queuing system to limit
Guests within queues and promote social
distancing. Through the electronic queuing
system, Guests may reserve ride times for
one or more individuals within their family
group or party.

Ride Queue:
Queue areas have been modified and marked with socially
distanced ground markings to assist Guests with maintaining
appropriate distance from other individuals and groups.

Rider Grouping:
All popular attractions including The Raven, The Legend, The
Voyage, and Thunderbird have an attendant to enforce social
distancing on the rides by grouping families together and
separating groups as necessary on the attraction.

Periodic Disinfection:
Guests will experience periodic
ride closures as Team Members
clean and sanitize rides periodically throughout the day.
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Restaurants & Dining:
Restaurant operations have been modified based on guidance provided
by the Indiana Restaurant and Lodging Association.

Restaurant Lines:
Queuing has been established with socially distanced ground
marking indicators.

Food Service:
Restaurants are equipped with touchless utensil dispensers for
Guest use. Team members will distribute condiment packets as
Guests are served their food orders.

Tables & Chairs:
Seating and dining spacing has been adjusted to maintain social
distancing and provide at least six feet of space between tables.
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Entertainment & Character Shows:
Due to social distancing restrictions,
only stage shows without Guest
interaction will be presented. This
includes characters, magic, and performances. Photo opportunities will be
conducted from a distance to maintain
social distancing. Character outings
and interactive meet-and-greets have
been cancelled until social distancing
restrictions are lifted.

Games:
Game locations have been modified in the following manner.

Social Distancing:
Ground markings are added at game locations to aid individuals
and family groups with maintaining social distance from others.

Sanitation:
High touch items and game components are sanitized after use
and periodically throughout the day.
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RESOURCES
If you are viewing this document digitally, you can click on the resources
below to be taken to their respective pages.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) List N
International Association of Amusement Parks and Attractions (IAAPA)
State of Indiana 2019 Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Back on Track Indiana
American Red Cross
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Just as there are risks in attending any public attraction,
restaurant, or shop, visiting Holiday World & Splashin’ Safari
poses certain risks. We’re doing our part to keep you as safe as
possible, but we ask that you do your part to help reduce your
chances of exposure.
Please understand that while we’re working hard to keep you
safe and following all CDC and state health guidelines, we
can’t guarantee you won’t have exposure to COVID-19 while
in our parks.
We thank you for your patience and consideration.

452 E. Christmas Blvd
PO Box 179
Santa Claus, IN 47579
812-937-4401

HolidayWorld.com

